HOLIDAY HOMEWORK

STD 1

ENGLISH:

1. Paste the pictures of A – Z alphabets
2. Paste the pictures of your family members and mention their relationship with you.
3. Paste any 5 pictures each for Person, place, animal, and thing.
4. Write any 10 words about the things you see in the toy shop.
5. Write any 10 sentences and underline the nouns.

EVS:

1. Make a chart for any one type of family (Small, big & joint).
2. Draw/paste sense organs and write their function.
3. Write any 10 things that help us to keep ourselves clean.
4. Write any 5 fruits and vegetables for the following colors.
   a. Red   b. Orange   c. Yellow   d. Green
5. Write about your favourite season and name the clothes used in that season.
6. Draw your favorite dresses (any 5).

MATHEMATICS:

1. Make a Picture Chart for the Numbers 1 – 10.
2. Bring a Bundle of 10 numbers using an Object.
3. My Father Purchased 10 Ice creams, 6 Chocolates, 2 Lollipops and 2 Dark Fantasy Biscuits. Mention the Items which is more (greater >), Less (smaller <) and Equal (Same =) in numbers.
4. Write the Alphabets and circle the straight letters, color the curved letters with red.
5. Using different shapes draw and color the Clown or Joker.
Hindi:

1. Write hindi alphabets (5 times) and paste pictures related to that alphabets.

2. Make a flash card for vanjan (Ka - ha)

Do the above Summer Holiday Homework in A4 Sheet for all the Subjects separately.